1 For « = 1 this is the classical equation due to Riemann. E.g. E. Landau, Handbuch der Lehre von der Verteilung der Primzahlen, Leipzig and Berlin, 1909, §70; by a similar argument (1.3a) is deduced.
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By the formula |r(5)|e'<'2<l/2-'r^con-stant (0<t-*oo) the Lindelöf hypothesis2 is equivalent to the statement 9t j f X(z)(* + í)-s'4+i"2¿a;| = CXr1'4^-*"4) (é > 0 fixed; 0 </-»«). 
If s is not a zero, the moduli of the terms on the left of (i) and (ii) tend to infinity. • I.e. 6(x, a, b) =e",,<a4x~1',e(*_1, 6, -a) and the formula gained from this by differentiation with respect to a; where 9(x, a, 6) =■ EZ. exP 1-Trx(n+a)'+2irinb} =9(x, -a, -b).
